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NOUN

mix·ture
[ËˆmiksCHÉ™r]

a substance made by mixing other substances together.
"form the mixture into a manageable dough" · [more]
synonyms: blend · mix · brew · combination · concoction · jumble · fusion ·
composition · compound · alloy · amalgam

the process of mixing or being mixed.

(a mixture of)
a combination of different qualities, things, or emotions in which the component
elements are individually distinct.
"the old town is a mixture of narrow medieval streets and 18th-century architecture"
· [more]
synonyms: assortment · miscellany · medley · melange · blend · variety · mixed
bag · mix · diversity · collection · selection · assemblage · [more]
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Mixture | Definition of Mixture by Merriam-Webster
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/mixture
Pour the cake mixture into a well-greased pan and bake. Recent Examples of mixture
from the Web Volcanic ash produced by small explosions from the volcano is a mixture
of tiny spheres and shards of volcanic glass, including Pele's hair.

Mixture | Define Mixture at Dictionary.com
www.dictionary.com/browse/mixture
any combination or blend of different elements, kinds, qualities, etc.: a mixture of good
and bad traits. Chemistry, Physics. an aggregate of two or more substances that are â€¦

Miyazaki · Mixtry · Brompton Mixture · Bordeaux Mixture · Mixtil

Mixture Definition and Examples in Science - ThoughtCo
https://www.thoughtco.com/mixture-definition-chemistry-glossary-606374
Here's the definition of a mixture in chemistry, with examples. When you combine
substances, you get a mixture (but only if they don't react). Here's the definition of a
mixture in chemistry, with examples.

Definition of mixture - Chemistry Dictionary
https://www.chemicool.com/definition/mixture.html
Definition of Mixture. What is a Mixture? A mixture contains two or more substances
that are not chemically combined. Mixtures are unlike chemical compounds, because:

Mixture - definition of mixture by The Free Dictionary
https://www.thefreedictionary.com/mixture
A system which consists of two or more substances (solid, liquid, or gas) present in any
proportions in a container. There is no chemical bonding between substances. A mixture
can be separated using physical methods. The formation of a mixture does not involve a
change in temperature.

Admixture | Definition of Admixture by Merriam-Webster
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/admixture
Admixture definition is - the action of mixing. How to use admixture in a sentence. ...
mixture. See admixture defined for English-language learners.

Mixture in Chemistry: Definition & Examples - Video ...
https://study.com/academy/lesson/mixture-in-chemistry-definition...
Very few of the chemicals and substances we encounter on a daily basis are in their pure
form. Many of them are mixtures. In this lesson, you will...

mixture - Wiktionary
https://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/mixture
May 27, 2018 · The mixture of sulphuric acid and water produces heat. Something
produced by mixing. An alloy is a mixture of two metals. Something that consists of ...

Mixture - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mixture
Mixtures can be either homogeneous or heterogeneous. A homogeneous mixture is a
type of mixture in which the composition is uniform and every part of the solution ...

What Is a Mixture in Chemistry? Definition and Examples
https://www.thoughtco.com/what-is-a-mixture-608185
You may have heard the term mixture used in reference to chemistry or cooking. Let's
take a look at what a mixture is.

Related searches for mixture definition

mixture examples for kids

homogeneous and heterogeneous quiz

bag · mix · diversity · collection · selection · assemblage · [more]

a person regarded as a combination of qualities and attributes.
"he was a curious mixture, an unpredictable man"

chemistry
the product of the random distribution of one substance through another without
any chemical reaction, as distinct from a compound.

the charge of gas or vapor mixed with air which is admitted to the cylinder of an
internal combustion engine, especially as regards the ratio of fuel to air.
"newer pilots often leave their mixture rich during an entire flight"

an organ stop in which each key sounds a group of small pipes of different pitches,
giving a very bright tone.
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